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ABSTRACT

Many user-centred studies of digital libraries include a think-aloud element – where users are asked to verbalise their thoughts, interface actions and sometimes their feelings whilst using digital libraries to help them complete one or more information tasks. These studies are usually conducted with the purpose of identifying usability issues related to the system(s) used or understanding aspects of users’ information behaviour. However, few of these studies present detailed accounts of how their think-aloud data was collected and analysed or provide detailed reflection on their methodologies. In this paper, we discuss and reflect on the decisions made when planning and conducting a think-aloud study of lawyers’ interactive information behaviour. Our discussion is framed by Blandford et al.’s PRET A Rapporter (‘ready to report’) framework – a framework that can be used to plan, conduct and describe user-centred studies of digital library use from an information work perspective.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Evaluation/methodology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Several user-centred studies of digital libraries have adopted variants of the think-aloud technique - where participants have been asked to verbalise their thoughts, interface actions and sometimes their feelings when using one or more digital libraries to help them complete an information task or tasks. Some of these studies were conducted with the aim of identifying usability issues associated with the digital libraries used (e.g. [4, 31]). Other think-aloud studies have had the aim of identifying and understanding users’ information behaviour or specific aspects of it. However, Nielsen et al. [27] highlight that most papers that present think-aloud studies “do not discuss in detail what they did, nor reflect on the technique” (p. 102). This view is shared by Hoppmann [16], who argues that researchers should pay “more attention to detail” (p. 211) when describing the design, method and analysis of qualitative think-aloud studies of electronic information environments. This not only suggests the need for thorough discussion of the methodology employed in think-aloud studies of information behaviour, but also the need for reflection on methodological decisions made in order to assist researchers in planning and conducting these types of studies in the future.

In this paper, we discuss and reflect on the methodology employed in a study of 22 practicing lawyers working in the London office of a multinational law firm, who were asked to think-aloud whilst using one or more digital libraries to ‘find information currently or recently needed for [their] work.’ We begin by reviewing existing think-aloud studies of digital libraries with an aim of identifying and understanding information behaviour. This is followed by a discussion and reflection on our methodology, which is framed around Blandford et al.’s ‘PRET A Rapporter’ (‘ready to report’) framework [3] – a framework that can be used to plan, conduct and describe user-centred studies of digital library use from an information work perspective.

2. EXISTING THINK-ALoud STUDIES OF INFORMATION BEHAVIOUR

There are many existing think-aloud studies of digital library users’ information behaviour, conducted in different ways to address different research purposes. Some of these studies aimed to describe or model users’ broad information behaviour (e.g. [18, 32]). Others sought to investigate particular aspects of information-seeking and use, such as digital library users’ search behaviour ([15, 17, 25]), their ‘keeping’ and ‘re-finding’ behaviour [9] or their relevance selection behaviour [15]. Some of these studies also sought to examine information behaviour from different perspectives; such a cognitive and affective perspective [25] or a mental models perspective [23]. Other information behaviour-focused think-aloud studies sought to examine the impact of particular study-related factors such as an evolving search task [30] or interface used [24] on users’ interactive behaviour. There have also been think-aloud studies involving digital library use with a purpose of investigating aspects of the
think-aloud procedure itself. These studies [e.g. 7, 8] have typically resulted in the identification of information behaviour as a by-product.

Indeed, Branch’s study of adolescents using an electronic encyclopaedia [7], which compared think-alouds and think-afters, has been described as ‘exceptional’ [27, p. 104] due to the high level of detail in which she describes the data collection and analysis process. For example, regarding data collection, Branch discusses the number of participants recruited (3 boys and 2 girls) and their demographics and background (they were aged 12-15, from academic families with computers and electronic encyclopaedias at home). Branch also describes the location and room setup (a lecture room at the University of Alberta equipped with a laptop, tape recorder and two chairs in front of the computer), along with the session length (around 45 minutes) and privacy and confidentiality issues, such as providing the participants with the opportunity to withdraw from the study at any time. Branch also provides details of the think-aloud and think-after procedure employed – such as providing participants with the opportunity to ask questions before the study and to practice thinking aloud and using the system. Details are also provided of the search tasks the adolescents were asked to perform (e.g. ‘describe the male cardinal bird’ and ‘find in what year Queen Elizabeth II was born’). Branch also discusses the nature and amount of researcher intervention (the researcher did not intervene unless the participant asked her a question).

Regarding data analysis, Branch describes how she coded the think-aloud data; she explains that the codes emerged by her reading the think-aloud transcripts as the data collection progressed and after it was complete, clustering major ideas, unique concepts and leftover categories. She then ‘cut and paste’ parts of the transcripts and grouped them by code. In order to determine the amount of data generated by the think-aloud and think-afters, she also counted the number of words verbalised by participants related to each search task.

Some other think-aloud studies of digital library users’ information behaviour also discuss their methodologies in reasonable detail. For example, Hirsh [15] asked 10 elementary school children to think aloud whilst using their choice of an online catalogue, an electronic encyclopaedia, an electronic magazine index, the Yahooligans search engine and a selection of other Internet resources to find information related to an on-going class assignment on sports figures. The purpose of this study was to explore the search strategies they employed and the relevance criteria they adopted. The children were asked to think aloud whilst collecting information for their project. During the think-aloud, they were asked open-ended questions to probe how they were making their relevance decisions. Some of the questions included ‘what are you doing now?,’ ‘now what are you thinking?’ and ‘why did you try that title?’ The researcher did not provide any assistance to participants during the task and shadowed them if they decided to browse the bookshelves for paper-based information. The researcher also took notes on the children’s non-verbal behaviour to supplement the audio transcripts.

Manglano, Beaulieu et al. [24] also provide some useful detail on the methodology employed in their study of medical students and professionals’ search behaviour. The medics were asked to think aloud whilst using one of two different interfaces of the medical digital library Medline to help them undertake a self-chosen research task. The aim of the study was to investigate the effect of interface design on the participants’ search behaviour. The authors provided the medics with information about the study and confidentiality issues and asked them pre-search questions on their status, training level, experience with computers and electronic databases, search purpose and expectations about Medline’s content. Participants were then asked to describe their information need and, whilst thinking aloud, describe their interface actions and what they thought Medline was doing. This was with the aim of identifying misconceptions in the medics’ mental models. The session, which was not time-restricted, was concluded with post-search questions on their understanding of aspects of the interface, their satisfaction with the interaction and any search difficulties they encountered. The authors’ initial coding scheme was theory-driven – based on Fidel’s ‘search moves’ [13] and Bates ‘search tactics’ [1]. However, some codes were also data-driven. The codes and their descriptions were iteratively refined to ensure they accurately described the data.

Whilst these studies can be regarded as rare examples of detailed reporting, they only demonstrate a limited amount of reflection on the methodological decisions made when planning and conducting the study. This is also the case with the other studies cited in this section and highlights the need for researchers to include more reflection in published methodologies of information behaviour-related think-aloud studies and the need for more work with the primary aim of reflecting on methodological decisions made. This was the main motivation for writing this paper.

3. THE PRET A RAPPORTER FRAMEWORK

The PRET A Rapporter framework (PRETAR) [3] can be used to both discuss and reflect on a broad range of methodological decisions made when planning and conducting user-centred studies of interactive systems. Whilst PRETAR is not tailored to an information behaviour context (it is intended to be used to plan and describe user-centred studies in general), the authors illustrate through the discussion of several case studies that the framework can be used to describe studies of digital libraries and, more specifically, studies of information behaviour. When describing or reflecting on a user-centred study, the framework involves discussing:

1. The purpose of the study – the goals the study sought to address or questions the study sought to answer.
2. The resources available for conducting the study and the constraints which the study had to work within.
3. The ethical issues raised by the study.
4. The techniques adopted for collecting data.
5. The analysis of the data.
6. How the study was or will be reported.

We now discuss and reflect on these considerations in relation to our think-aloud study of practicing lawyers’ information behaviour. We cover data collection and analysis decisions in more detail than the other PRETAR stages as the issues raised provide the most
opportunity for reflection. We also, at times, make reference to excerpts from the lawyers’ think-aloud transcripts (where ‘D’ denotes a lawyer working in the Dispute Resolution department and ‘T’ a lawyer working in the Tax department).

4. DISCUSSION AND REFLECTION ON OUR THINK-ALOUD STUDY

4.1 Purpose of the study

The purpose of our study was to gain a detailed understanding of the interactive information behaviour displayed by practicing lawyers when using digital libraries as part of their everyday work. Our motivation was user centred; we believed that in order to ensure that digital libraries truly support their users, it would be necessary to gain a detailed understanding of their interactive behaviour when using digital library systems to satisfy real information needs. As we sought to gain as realistic an insight of their behaviour as possible, we decided to set the relatively broad information task of ‘finding information you currently need or recently needed for your work.’ As explained by Blandford et al. [4], who had a similar motivation but sought to identify usability issues related to digital libraries rather than information behaviour, setting a broad information task that allows participants to conduct their everyday work avoids the need for artificial tasks, “which are liable to be either too precisely defined to be natural or too meaningless for participants” (p. 181).

Although the broad information task set was highly-related to our study’s purpose and resulted in the display of a wide range of information behaviours, the fact that the task demanded that the lawyers ‘find information’ served to constrain the behaviours displayed somewhat. Whilst the task did not directly imply active information-seeking (as opposed to more passive forms of information encountering such as receiving e-mail alerts), this was implicit in the wording of the question. Similarly, whilst this task was not intended to exclude information use behaviour, it primarily encouraged the display of information-seeking behaviour, without much demonstration of how the information found was used as part of their work. We attempted to re-address the balance during data collection by asking wrap-up questions aimed at probing the boundaries of the identified information behaviours and identifying behaviours that were not currently supported by digital law libraries. We discuss the wrap-up questions further in section 4.2.1.2.

Whilst we considered alternative task wordings such as ‘show me how you came across information you have used for your work’ and ‘find and/or make use of information you currently need or have recently needed for your work,’ we decided these wordings also had their inherent problems; we felt the former was too vague and the latter too specific (in the sense that it implied the need for the lawyers to think of a task with a clear feed-in from information-seeking to information use). Therefore both were likely to cause confusion about what the task actually demanded. This was one of several methodological decisions made that involved trading off several potential approaches and making a final judgement based on which approach would, in our opinion, minimise the opportunity for data bias whilst maximising the opportunity for the collection of rich data that would give rise to the identification of a wide range of information behaviours.

4.2 Study resources and constraints

4.2.1 Participant recruitment process

We recruited an evolving theoretical sample of 22 practicing lawyers, where the sample size was only finalised during the course of the study. The main consideration for finalising the sample size was that it should be large enough to enable us to gain both a broad and detailed understanding of the lawyers’ information behaviour. As the firm was large, we were fortunate that we would be unlikely to run out of potential participants. However, it was necessary to demonstrate sensitivity to the time pressures faced by practicing lawyers – observations often needed to be rescheduled, sometimes on more than one occasion and often at short notice. By being understanding and flexible when arranging observations, we were able to ensure a high level of participation which, in turn, provided us with confidence in the generalisability of our findings.

The lawyers that agreed to take part in our study were recruited from the mainly contentious ‘Dispute Resolution’ department (where they worked on cases with multiple parties and a dispute to litigate or resolve) and the mainly non-contentious ‘Tax department (where they worked on cases involving one or more corporations but no ‘dispute’ as such) of the London office of a multinational law firm. We decided to recruit from these two departments as we were advised by a contact in the firm that although both departments made regular use of digital libraries, their information needs (and therefore their digital library usage and resulting information behaviours) were likely to be very different. We found that although differences in information needs certainly existed (for example the Dispute Resolution lawyers were heavily reliant on a broad range of legal cases and legislation and the Tax lawyers more reliant on specialist tax-related legislation and articles), there was much overlap in the information behaviours displayed. We do not, however, regard the recruitment across department as an unnecessary complication to our methodology. Instead, we regard it as a useful indicator (but not firm evidence) that information behaviour might be similar across contentious and non-contentious departments. Hence our recruitment across departments provided us with added confidence in the generalisability of the information behaviours identified across all departments in the London office.

Our sample included both Trainees and Associates where they deemed that digital library use was ‘at least sometimes an important part’ of their work. No Partners were recruited as time pressures made it difficult for them to commit to taking part (and after some e-mail exchanges with Partners, it became clear that Partners often delegate their information work to Associates or Trainees). We recruited at all levels of the company hierarchy below the level of Partner as we wanted to observe as broad a range of information behaviours as possible. As with our decision to recruit across departments, the decision to recruit across the company hierarchy did not result in considerably different information behaviour or a noticeable increase in ‘information expertise’ from Trainee to Associate level. However, once again, we do not regret the decision to sample across the hierarchy as it provided us with extra confidence in the generalisability of our findings.

Personal contact with a senior Partner in the firm was invaluable for enabling us to deal with the bureaucratic aspects of setting up the study, such as establishing a non-disclosure agreement and
4.2.1.2 Setting and equipment

Tax lawyers performed the broad information task at their desks, using their own computers, whilst Dispute Resolution lawyers used a computer in an office set up within their department. Whilst this decision was made to minimise disruption (as Dispute Resolution lawyers often shared their offices), this also prevented access to their personal bookmarks. Whilst this might have had a minor effect on the information behaviours displayed, we decided that minimising disruption was more important that providing access to an own computer for all lawyers – particularly since all computers had access to the same set of digital libraries and other electronic tools. We believe this was a good decision as few of the Tax lawyers used personal bookmarks, even though they had access to them. All digital libraries could be accessed in the normal way, with the exception of one – LexisNexis Butterworths. This was because on many of the Tax lawyers’ own computers, the digital library was set to remember their username and password. This setting-related difference served to highlight difficulties in accessing digital libraries (which we found to be an important information behaviour for all of the lawyers). However, in order to avoid this particular access issue preventing Dispute Resolution lawyers from using LexisNexis Butterworths to undertake their chosen information task, those who encountered password difficulties were offered assistance to log in.

As we wanted to observe as broad and realistic a range of information behaviour as possible, we did not constrain the study by focusing on particular aspects of lawyers’ information behaviour or by specifying the use of particular digital libraries. Although the firm subscribed to a wide range of digital libraries, the information behaviour displayed by the lawyers was constrained by the functionality offered by the libraries used. We tried to mitigate this issue by asking wrap-up questions after the think-aloud task that probed the nature and boundaries of the identified behaviours and sought to identify behaviours not currently supported by digital law libraries, for example ‘what would you do now that you have printed all the cases you thought would be useful?’ and ‘you mentioned you would read through the Act and make notes. How exactly would you do that?’ Asking wrap-up questions, plus the fact that the study allowed a broad range of information tasks to be undertaken and a wide range of digital libraries and library functionality to be used, allowed us to remain confident that we had identified a broad range of information behaviours. However, it also suggested that in order to identify a wider range of behaviours, it might be useful in future to conduct a complementary study (such as a Contextual Inquiry [2]) designed to gain a more comprehensive understanding of lawyers’ informal and paper-based information behaviour. So why did we decide only to focus on lawyers’ electronic information behaviour in the first place? This was mainly for practical reasons; not only did we believe that practicing lawyers would have been unlikely to have had sufficient free time to take part in an in-depth observation, but we were also aware that the law firm had a strongly ingrained cultural practice of protecting client confidentiality. Therefore we believed that, even with a non-disclosure agreement in place, it would have been difficult to obtain agreement for extended observations. We also decided only to focus on electronic information behaviour as we believed that short, focused observations of lawyers attempting to satisfy one particular information need (rather than several different needs, as would be necessary during a longer observation) would minimise the number of observations required in order to meet our aim of collecting a broad, rich set of behavioural data. Whilst we cannot reliably test this hypothesis, the breadth and depth of our findings suggested that we had made a good choice despite the complex trade-offs we were forced to make.

As we did not want to install any of our own software on the firm’s network, we decided only to audio (rather than both audio and screen-capture) the lawyers thinking-aloud whilst performing their task. In order that we could accurately recall the lawyers’ interface actions when reviewing their think-aloud transcripts, we made time-stamped notes during the study – writing down actions such as ‘clicks browser back button’ and ‘edits search terms to read ‘corporation tax dividends.’ Most of the time, the audio and notes were sufficient for understanding their behaviour. When this was not the case, we found it useful to mirror users’ interactions ourselves on the digital library they used, whilst listening to the recorded think-aloud session and referring to the relevant notes.

4.3 Ethical issues

Blandford et al. [3] highlight that it is good practice to consider issues surrounding keeping participant data as anonymous as possible and respecting participants’ confidentiality and privacy. They also highlight that it is good practice to inform participants of the purpose of the study and what will be done with the data. On our informed consent form, we explained the purpose of the study and that it would be audio recorded. We also explained that the study had gained ethical approval from our university ethical committee. We highlighted that the transcriptions resulting from their think-aloud session would be anonymised from the outset. When asked what this entailed, we explained to the lawyers that this involved the censoring of details that could be used to directly identify individuals (particularly names of staff or clients) or the firm (such as precise place names and the name of the firm’s in-house knowledge-management database). Whilst complete
anonymisation is unlikely to be possible in studies such as this, where it is necessary to elicit detailed information surrounding the context of an information task, we believe that identifying a particular individual from the transcripts would require considerable effort. We also believe that adopting this procedure was preferable to the alternative of dissuading the lawyers from discussing specific details about their information task and excluding access to particular digital libraries that might reveal the firm’s identity. We also highlighted on our informed consent form that the lawyers would be free to review or edit the transcript arising from their study, or request to withdraw at any time (whereby their audio and transcript would be deleted) and that our findings might be used in academic and non-academic publications and presentations. None of the lawyers asked to review their transcript or withdraw.

As maintaining the confidence of the firm (as well and their privacy and confidentiality) was an important concern, we asked the firm to designate a named individual to review all work arising from the study, including this paper. We also highlighted on our informed consent form that data arising from the study would be shared with the firm itself and that the transcripts would be stored in accordance with the UK Data Protection Act 1998 which, in practice, involved safeguarding the data (by storing personal data - i.e. the lawyers’ names) separately from their transcripts and deleting this personal information when no longer needed. Whilst the Data Protection Act only covers personal information (and therefore not the anonymised transcripts themselves), we also decided to store hardcopies of the anonymised transcripts in a locked cabinet and softcopies on a password-protected computer, as this was in keeping with the spirit of the Act. Blandford et al. [3] also highlight that “while immediate respect of individuals is reasonably obvious, less obvious is the need to continue to respect participants’ privacy in future presentations of the work and to show similar respect to groups and organisations” (p. 11). We found that our strict ethical procedures helped us to respect the long-term privacy of the firm and individual participants. We also found that sharing these procedures with the firm and obtaining their agreement to them before data collection began helped us to maintain the firm’s confidence.

4.4 Data collection technique

4.4.1 Why ask participants to think aloud? 
As highlighted by Jakob Nielsen in his guide to usability testing, “the strength of the thinking-aloud method is to show what the users are doing and why they are doing it while they are doing it in order to avoid later rationalizations” ([26, p. 196]). We decided on the need to elicit verbal data as we believed that this would provide us with as rich and accurate an insight into the lawyers’ interactive information behaviour (i.e. what they were doing when using digital libraries to complete their task and why they were doing it). We believe that employing the think-aloud technique was highly useful for gaining an understanding of lawyers’ interactive information behaviour.

4.4.1.2 Think-aloud or think-after?
We also considered carefully whether to screen record the lawyers undertaking their chosen task and ask them to explain their behaviour after completing the task (either as an alternative or supplement to asking them to think aloud during the task). Branch’s study comparing think-alouds and think-afters [7], discussed in section 2, concluded that whilst think-alouds can provide rich data, some participants may find it difficult to think aloud during tasks that require cognitive processing (such as complex information tasks) and whilst think-afters may be useful in those situations, they “may be influenced by forgetting and fabrication” (p. 389). Another trade-off is highlighted by Bowers and Snyder [6], who found that participants who were asked to think aloud concurrently when using an interactive system tended to read what was on the screen and describe the procedures they were following (i.e. describe what they were doing) and those who were asked to think aloud retrospectively when using the same system tended to make more reflective statements about why they acted the way they did.

Aware that both options were likely to be highly suitable for addressing the purpose of our study and that there were competing benefits and drawbacks associated with each, we decided to ask our lawyers to think aloud during the task mostly based on practical reasons. In particular, Ericsson and Simon [12] highlight that eliciting retrospective accounts can be time-consuming. As our study had to be restricted to around an hour (as we did not think lawyers would be able to commit for longer), we did not think this would be enough time to conduct and re-play a think-aloud session (especially a session that was long enough to allow the lawyers to attempt their chosen information task in some detail and hopefully result in the demonstration of rich behaviour). Instead, we decided to take the advice of Branch [7], who suggests combining research methods to “gather the most complete data” (p. 389). As part of the wrap-up questions asked at the end of the session (which probed the nature and boundaries of the information behaviours identified), we also asked questions that would better help us understand why the lawyers performed particular behaviours or interface actions. Questions included ‘why did you use a plus sign when conducting your earlier search?’ and ‘you mentioned using ‘masked proxy access’ to login to LexisNexis Butterworths. Why did you need to do that?’

4.4.1.3 Instructing participants on completing the information task and thinking aloud
Whilst some books from the Human-Computer Interaction domain (e.g. Dumas & Redish’s ‘A Practical Guide to Usability Testing’ [10]) provide detailed guidance for instructing participants on how to think aloud, an assumption is made that the primary purpose of the think-aloud study is to identify usability issues related to the interactive systems being used, rather than to understand participants’ interactive behaviour. As we were unaware of any detailed guidance for conducting think-aloud studies of information behaviour, or interactive behaviour in general, we devised instructions for our study that we thought would best help us achieve our aim of gaining as detailed and accurate an understanding as possible of a broad range of behaviours.

In order for our think-aloud data to be accurate, we needed to ensure that the think-aloud sessions were as true to life as possible.
(within our study’s constraints). To achieve this, after explaining the purpose of our study, we also told the lawyers that it was our aim to observe behaviour that was as natural as possible and that they should undertake their self-chosen information task in the way that they normally would. The lawyers were told that if they chose to step-through a task they had recently undertaken, they should use the task as a springboard - what they did when looking for the information previously was not important. We also reassured them that the study was not a test of their information skills.

After reading and signing the informed consent form, the lawyers were given a few minutes to think of a suitable information task and then asked to describe the context surrounding the task in detail. Whilst often not directly relevant to the lawyers’ information behaviour, gaining a detailed understanding of not only the information task, but the motivation behind it was extremely useful for gaining a richer understanding of their information behaviour. After choosing their task, the lawyers were asked to think aloud – verbalising their thoughts and interaction actions as they used the digital library or libraries of their choice to undertake the task. The instructions read out to the lawyers are shown in figure 1.

You will be asked to **find information that you need for your work.** You should undertake a **real** task that you need to use digital libraries to assist you with. If you do not currently need to perform an information task, you can step-through a recently completed task **but do not need to undertake it in exactly the same way as previously.** Your main aim should be to perform your chosen information task in as natural a manner as possible.

You will be asked to **think aloud** whilst undertaking the task (i.e. to verbalise what you are doing as you are doing it and any thoughts going through your head). I will ask some questions during the task about what you are doing and why and some wrap-up questions afterwards. If you have any questions about the observation, feel free to ask them at any time. However, I may not be able to answer certain questions while you’re still undertaking the task as I do not want to bias your comments or behaviour.

**Figure 1: Think-aloud instructions read out to participants**

Although we considered giving the lawyers an opportunity to practice thinking aloud, we thought they might not regard this as a constructive use of their time. Therefore whilst we offered them the option to practice, we did not enforce a practice. Consequently, none of the lawyers expressed a desire to practice. Whilst none of the lawyers demonstrated particular difficulty thinking-aloud, in subsequent think-aloud studies of interactive information behaviour (not yet reported), we have found it useful for the researcher to give a short (10-15 second) example of them thinking aloud when conducting a simple Internet search and looking through the results. This minimises the time required to introduce the study, whilst providing a concrete example of how to think aloud when using electronic information environments.

### 4.4.1.4 Intervening during the think-aloud session

Ericsson and Simon [12] argue that any researcher comment, prompt or question whilst a participant thinks aloud makes their subsequent think-aloud data unreliable as the intervention alters the flow of information in the participant’s short-term memory during the task. However, when evaluating the use of interactive systems, Boren and Ramey [5] highlight that it is often necessary to prompt for data about users’ expectations or explanations of their interface actions and that sometimes this data, which Ericsson and Simon would deem as ‘unreliable,’ can be valued over more procedural data. We believe this is also the case when studying users’ interactive information behaviour and suggests the need for researchers to weigh up their priorities with regard to deciding whether to stick to Ericsson and Simon’s ‘no intervention’ rule. Indeed, Tamlar [29] suggests that in order to decide whether and how much to intervene in a think-aloud session, it is important to examine the purpose of the session. He suggests, for example, that if the purpose of the think-aloud session is to collect quantitative usability data, non-intervention may be particularly important. However, “if the purpose is to gather qualitative date so as to identify significant user interface problems and recommend design solutions, then openly interacting with users in various ways may not only be useful, but also sometimes necessary” (p. 12). We felt that whilst a traditional think-aloud study with no intervention might provide us with a reasonable insight into what the lawyers were doing when using digital libraries to complete their chosen task (i.e. their interactive behaviour), the complicated and cognitive nature of information work meant we would be unlikely to gain a comprehensive and accurate understanding of their behaviour without knowing why they performed certain actions. Therefore we decided to ask questions during the think-aloud session where we believed asking the question was (a) likely to provide us with a greater insight into the lawyers’ information behaviours and (b) unlikely to bias the lawyers’ future actions.

Whilst we asked questions during each of the think-aloud sessions, we took care to only intervene when we thought this would impact positively on our findings; the researcher remained passive for the vast majority of each session. Whilst we cannot be certain that asking questions did not introduce limited action or halo-effect bias, we believe that our interventions resulted in think-aloud data that was far richer than in might have been had we not intervened. It would be interesting to test this hypothesis in a future study.

The questions asked during the think-aloud session took the form of short and seemingly innocuous questions, posed at opportunist moments during the study - usually to probe the lawyers’ interactive behaviour in more detail. At the beginning of the think-aloud session, we also found it necessary to ask questions to probe more detail on the context of the lawyers’ chosen information task and the underlying information need, which often gave us a clearer understanding of the goal of the task and the motivation behind it.

During the think-aloud itself, the most common question asked was ‘why did you do [x]’ – to gain an understanding of the lawyers’ interface actions or to check our understanding or assumptions. For example, when asked why he clicked on a question mark icon beside a greyed-out checkbox on the segmented field search in LexisNexis Butterworths, a Dispute Resolution lawyer explained that he did so to see whether he had access to that particular search feature, since “quite often there are sections that we haven’t subscribed to” (DR15). We also asked questions to seek elaboration on comments made or interface actions performed. For example, when one lawyer stated that his search had only returned one result, which ‘[didn’t] look relevant’ (T1), we asked ‘why don’t you think the result looks relevant?’ The lawyer’s answer provides an explanation of his search behaviour:
“Because I actually made a mistake originally, I wanted to refer to the Finance Act 1996 and I forgot to include the ‘1996,’ so only one hit came up, which was a reference for something to do with the 2006 Budget” (T1).

Questions were also asked to seek clarification on a comment made or interface action performed, often with the purpose of checking our understandings and assumptions. For example, when one lawyer spent time reading through the results list in LexisNexis Butterworths, we asked him which part(s) of the screen he was looking at. He told us he was only skimming the result headings, not reading the snippet of text below each heading presenting the search terms in the context of the document. Our intervention did not seem to bias his future actions; he continued to read the headings, and then edited his search. In another instance, when we asked a Tax lawyer whether he decided on the relevance of the search result he had clicked on by ‘weighing up’ the results in the list and choosing the most promising one, we found out that he was actually performing slightly different behaviour (i.e., making a binary decision about whether to click on each result in turn):

**R:** Was it the case that you picked the most likely one to be relevant by weighing them up?

**T3:** No, it was a more gradual step-by-step thing. I looked at the first one and decided it was not relevant, then I looked at the second one and decided it was not relevant. But that was only because there was 4 of them. If there was like 30 I would have probably gaged them all against the other.

Aside from questions aimed at probing the lawyers’ interactive behaviour, we also found it useful to intervene when lawyers strayed away from their stated information task, slipped to providing abstract descriptions rather than demonstrating concrete interface actions or forgot to think-aloud. As an example of straying away from the chosen task, one lawyer offered to look at the history of a particular legal case even though this did not seem to be relevant to her chosen task. The researcher politely declined her offer and requested that she continue with her task. A couple of the lawyers also reverted to giving abstract descriptions of their actions, rather than demonstrating those actions. ‘Can you show me…’ questions were particularly useful for encouraging these lawyers to shift away from abstract descriptions of their behaviour and continue with their task:

**T4:** Then I did something a bit more general that didn’t just talk about Section 12 of the Capital Gains Tax Act, but talked about the remittance basis for Capital Gains Tax in general and I got a couple of more articles from Lexis.

**R:** Could you show me what you did?

**T4:** I just browsed through that initial list of 40 results [returns to results list].

Although the lawyers in our study managed to think aloud without difficulty, many of them went quiet when performing highly cognitive activities such as looking through search results or reading through a document. Asking ‘what are you doing now?’, as suggested by Dumas and Redish [10], was particularly useful for (indirectly) reminding them to resume verbalisation. For example, Tax lawyer T6 read through a section of the Inland Revenue Manual in LexisNexis Butterworths and then browsed through subsequent headings in the manual’s contents tree. When asked ‘what are you doing now?’, he provided useful detail:

**T6:** I’m just looking in case any of these individual sections really jump out at me as being potentially helpful for the question that I’m considering, which none of them especially do.

Overall, we found carefully-considered intervention to be extremely useful for the purpose of our study – gaining an understanding of lawyers’ interactive information behaviour. The resultant think-aloud data was not only rich enough to provide us with a deep insight into the lawyers’ behaviour, but also into the motivation behind this behaviour. The data also revealed no specific evidence to suggest that our interventions had biased the lawyers’ future comments or interface actions.

### 4.5 Data analysis

#### 4.5.1.1 Transcribing the think-aloud data

The audio-recorded think-aloud data were transcribed verbatim and anonymised from the outset (i.e., no details that could be used to specifically identify the participant, firm or client were included on the transcript). We found the process of transcribing our own transcripts useful as it helped us gain familiarity with the data. Bold italics were used to denote when a lawyer emphasised a particular statement and square brackets were used to denote pauses of over five seconds. We also found it particularly useful to summarise lawyers’ interface level actions (also in square brackets) as this assisted us when trying to understand the behaviour displayed in the transcript. In order to avoid biasing our analysis, we avoided interpreting any of the lawyers’ interface actions when summarising them. For example, one lawyer conducted a digital library search for ‘undue influence,’ when he intended to search for ‘undue influence.’ Instead of jumping to a quick interpretation of his actions and transcribing them as ‘[participant misspells the word ‘influence,’ which leads to an unsuccessful search],’ we summarised his actions without interpretation as ‘[participant enters the search terms ‘undue influence’ into the search box and submits the search, but receives no results].’

#### 4.5.1.2 Identifying information behaviour from the think-aloud data

In order to identify information behaviour from our think-aloud data, we employed aspects of Glaser and Strauss’ Grounded Theory methodology [14]. Grounded Theory involves systematically gathering and analysing data during the research process [28, p. 12] and is ‘grounded’ in the sense that the theory is heavily rooted in the data and emerges through the process of cyclic data-gathering and analysis. Therefore Grounded Theory should not be regarded as a data analysis technique per se, but a methodology for data collection and analysis – which, according to Glaser and Strauss, should not be regarded as separate processes. This cyclic approach is known as the ‘constant comparative method’ and is a key tenet of Grounded Theory. Our data collection and analysis approach allowed us to constantly question and revise our understanding of the lawyers’ information behaviour during the analysis. We found it particularly useful to use some of the questions we asked during the think-aloud session as a means of checking our evolving understanding (as discussed in the previous section).
After transcribing a particular think-aloud session, we read the transcript sentence by sentence and assigned codes to parts of it that illustrated particular interactive information behaviours. The coding process was achieved by coding parts of the transcripts that appeared to refer to the same type of interactive behaviour with the same label and refining the analysis through a cyclic process of re-reading the transcripts several times, re-naming codes (for example when a better or more precise description of the behaviour could be identified), merging codes (when two identified information behaviours were deemed to actually be the same), splitting codes (when an information behaviour that had previously been coded under one code was deemed to actually be different) and by re-coding parts of the data under a different code name or unlinking data from a particular code (when data no longer appeared to fit the code name that it had been assigned to).

As an example of assigning a code and later re-coding the data, consider the interactive behaviour of looking through the first page of search results – reading either the document titles and/or the snippet below the title and then clicking on the first document that showed potential to be useful. Initially, we coded this behaviour as ‘selecting,’ which we defined as ‘carefully choosing information’ (in this case, documents from the results list). As our data collection progressed, however, we noticed that we had coded two distinct types of behaviour ‘selecting’ – the behaviour described above, where lawyers ‘weighed up’ the results set (or part of it) and clicked first on the result that showed the most promise and a more general behaviour – where lawyers started from the first result and decided whether or not to click on it, before moving onto the next result and repeating the process. We decided that ‘selecting’ accurately described this behaviour, but that the ‘weighing up’ results was best described as ‘distinguishing’ – an information behaviour that Ellis and Haugan define as ‘ranking sources or documents according to their relative importance based on own perceptions’ ([11, p. 399]). We therefore looked back through our transcripts and removed the code ‘selecting’ from parts of the transcript that seemed to demonstrate the ‘weighing up’ of search results. We then assigned the new code, ‘distinguishing,’ to these instances. This example serves to illustrate how constantly comparing the interactive information behaviours displayed by different lawyers resulted in a richer theoretical picture and a more accurate description of their behaviour. Indeed, the process of re-reading the transcripts and asking ‘what is (really) going on here?’ was invaluable for understanding the lawyers’ behaviour. An excerpt from a coded think-aloud transcript is shown in figure 2.

T1: On the off chance, I'll further define “Finance Act 1996” [adds ‘1996’ to original search terms of ‘“Finance Act” AND “schedule 9” and “participant”’]. (Codes: Search narrowing, Search re-focusing). But because there was only one hit and this will make it more narrow, I'd be surprised if anything comes up. [Conducts search and receives no results]. So what I'll do is take out ‘participant’ and put in the reference to the exact section that I need to find. [Replaces the term ‘participant’ with “paragraph 2” and re-submits search]. (Codes: Search re-focusing).

Figure 2: Excerpt from a coded think-aloud transcript

We coded the data using the ‘open’ and ‘axial’ coding elements of Grounded Theory in order to identify the interactive information behaviours displayed by the lawyers and how these behaviours might relate to each other. Strauss and Corbin [28] define open coding as “the analytic process through which concepts are identified and their properties and dimensions are discovered in data” (p. 101) and axial coding as “the process of relating categories to their sub-categories, termed ‘axial’ because coding occurs around the axis of a category, linking categories at the level of properties and dimensions” (p. 121). However, it is common for researchers employing Grounded Theory to undertake a third stage of coding, ‘selective coding’ – defined as “the process of integrating and refining the theory” (p. 143) and achieved by relating all code categories to a central ‘core’ category. We made the choice to perform only open and axial coding (effectively ‘stopping short’ of generating a theory), based on the purpose of our study. Our aim was not to generate theory per se, but to identify a broad range of interactive information behaviours and to understand these behaviours in detail. We did not believe that attempting to identify a ‘core’ information behaviour and relating the other identified behaviours to it would be useful for this purpose. Indeed, we found it more useful to establish firm boundaries between codes in order to definitively categorise particular information behaviours than to establish fluid boundaries by considering the identified behaviours as highly inter-related and each linked to a particular behaviour that was more important to lawyers than the others.

Our decision to undertake only open and axial coding, but otherwise follow the core principles of Grounded Theory raised an important issue. The issue was related to how we describe our methodology and, more specifically, whether we should call it ‘Grounded Theory’ even though our study did not aim to or end up generating a theory. In this paper, we have taken care not to label our data collection and analysis procedure as a ‘Grounded Theory.’ Instead, we have tried to be as precise and transparent as possible about exactly what we did and why, relating our methodological decisions back to the purpose of the study.

Although we did not perform integrative selective coding, we found the other aspects of Grounded Theory to be extremely useful. Strauss and Corbin state that “although researchers may pick and choose among some of the analytic techniques that we offer, the procedures of making comparisons, asking questions, and sampling based on evolving theoretical concepts are essential features of the methodology” [28, p. 46]. Indeed all of these essential features of Grounded Theory were particularly useful in our study and, we believe, are likely to be useful for other studies aimed at gaining a detailed understanding of information behaviour in general or particular aspects of it.

A final consideration when identifying information behaviour from our think-aloud data was the need to avoid bias during analysis. In particular, we found that the information behaviours identified were similar to that found in many other studies of information behaviour – including studies that had led to the development of theoretical models of information-seeking. Therefore there was the potential to use existing information theory to guide our analysis. However, as Strauss and Corbin assert, “the researcher does not want to be so steeped in the literature that he or she is constrained or even stifled by it” [28, p. 49]. Therefore care was taken to avoid simply relating our data to different information-seeking models in order to identify a model or models which fitted
the data best (which might be regarded as ‘forcing’ as opposed to ‘emergence’ in Grounded Theory terms).

Instead, the codes we assigned to parts of the think-aloud transcripts were based on our own terminology, and similarities between the types of behaviour described by our codes and existing theoretical models (notably Ellis’s behavioural model of information-seeking [11]) emerged from the analysis. This led us to examine our data in the light of Ellis’s model, asking questions of our data such as ‘are any of the information behaviours we identified amongst lawyers similar to those found by Ellis and his colleagues and, if so, which ones?’; ‘Which information behaviours identified by Ellis and his colleagues are not present in our data?’ and ‘which behaviours in our data were not identified by Ellis and his colleagues?’ These questions are related to those that Strauss and Corbin suggest should be asked when relating emerging concepts to previous work: “are these concepts truly emergent, or am I seeing these concepts in the data because I’m so familiar with them? If they are truly emergent and relevant, then how are they the same as and how are they different from, those in the literature” (p. 30).

To facilitate easy comparison with Ellis’s model, we chose to use Ellis’s existing code labels when we believed our data reflected identical (or highly similar) behaviour. Our comparison to Ellis’s model resulted in the validation of the model in the legal domain and its extension and refinement (see [21]). However, we should stress that we did not seek to do this from the outset; the purpose of our study was to gain a detailed understanding of lawyers’ interactive information behaviour in order to inform digital law library design. We regard the validation, extension and refinement of Ellis’s model as an important ‘theoretical by-product.’ Comparing our findings to Ellis’s model helped us achieve our purpose by providing us with a useful reference for questioning the data, resulting in what we believe to be a richer understanding of the lawyers’ interactive behaviour. Comparing our data to Ellis’s findings was also particularly useful as it highlighted a useful level of abstraction at which to describe the interactive behaviour in order to inform design. For example, we noted that digital library developers might feasibly inform design by asking themselves: ‘how can we support or better support Ellis’s ‘distinguishing’ behaviour?’ We also noted that the same could be said of many of our identified codes (e.g. ‘selecting,’ defined on the previous page). Ellis’s model therefore provided us with useful meta-theory for coding our data. Indeed, this partly inductive and partly deductive stance not only enabled us to relate our findings to previous research but to actively use existing studies to help us better understand our data and ways of analysing it.

Overall, we found that using the open and axial coding techniques along with the other core principles behind Grounded Theory was a highly useful way of identifying information behaviour from our think-aloud data. Although we do not seek to downplay the potential value of other qualitative and quantitative analysis techniques, we believe that this methodology and, in particular, the constant comparative method greatly assisted us in gaining a detailed and ‘true’ an understanding as possible of our data.

4.6 Reporting the findings
Our findings are reported in [20] and fed into the development of two user-centred methods that can be used to evaluate the functionality and usability of digital libraries, which use the information behaviours identified as their theoretical basis. The methods are reported in [22].

We also fed our findings back to the law firm. As the firm was particularly interested in usability issues with their own in-house knowledge management database, we also provided them with anonymised extracts from our transcripts where lawyers used or referred to the firm’s database. We also found it particularly useful to feed back our findings in the form of informal presentations to senior members of the firm (and to participants interested in the findings, who were also invited to attend). The findings were also presented as part of a workshop organised with staff working for LexisNexis Butterworths.

5. CONCLUSION
Our think-aloud study of lawyers’ interactive information behaviour involved making many difficult methodological decisions and trade-offs. In these situations, we found it most useful to refer back to the purpose of our study in order to decide how best to proceed. By having a clear purpose for our think-aloud study, we were able to choose an information task for participants to carry out that was as closely related as possible to our purpose and plan a study that was highly focused on achieving that purpose – making best use of the resources available whilst taking important constraints and ethical issues into account. Referring back to the purpose of our study also assisted us when collecting and analysing our think-aloud data – enabling us to maximise the likelihood of our study resulting in rich, useful think-aloud data whilst minimising the likelihood of data bias.

Our discussion and reflection on the study not only serves as a form of guidance to researchers who are considering planning a think-aloud study of interactive information behaviour, but also to highlight the important need for rigorous discussion and reflection on the methodology employed and methodological decisions made in future information behaviour studies.
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